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Two fundamental issues have compromised our mechanistic understanding of water flow dynamics through
hydrologic (groundwater) systems: water celerity versus velocity, and time-variance of transit times. Using
hydrographs and/or hydraulic heads allows only for model calibration based on pressure transmittance through
catchments in response to rainfall (celerity). However, water and contaminant transport are determined by how
quickly water moves through catchments (velocity)1. Time-variable tracer (i.e. stable isotope) input signals
(seasonal or events) and their subsequent damping in ground or stream water have been used for decades to obtain
transit times of the water through catchments. Use of such signals requires high-frequency (hourly/daily/weekly
measurement of the tracer input and output from the hydrologic system (rain vs. stream, spring, well outflows)
over time-frames of several years. However, over seasons or through rain or drought events, hydrologic systems
are usually not at steady-state, complicating the estimation of transit times from input-variable signals. In addition
to the high-frequency sampling, further disadvantages of time-variable signals are that they cannot ‘see’ water
older than c. 4-5 years.
Using cosmogenic tritium as a tracer can help to overcome these problems. The age information lies in the
decrease of tritium through radioactive decay at the state (time) of the hydrologic system when the sample was
collected, and the half-life of tritium of 12.32 years allows estimation of mean transit times (MTT) of up to
200 years. When we collect a sample at a different state of the hydrologic system, say when younger water is
discharged, then the tritium concentration will be higher, and vice versa. With only one measurement in time and
space, we can characterise the hydrologic system, integrated over the whole catchment and flow-time, in its state
at the time of sampling. This also allows understanding of hydrologic systems at various states2 and on large
scales (rivers), with only single measurements.
Due to complexity of underground water flow paths it is difficult to assess the controls on MTT through
catchments. Tritium dating of river water from c. 400 sites throughout New Zealand shows good correlation
between geology and MTT of the water discharges from the various geologic formations. Basement rock
catchments (greywacke, schist) discharge very young water of MTT <1 year, sand-, mud-, limestone catchments
discharge moderately old water of MTT 3-50 years, and porous ignimbrite catchments discharge very old water of
up to MTT > 100 years. Geology, through varying hydraulic properties, appears to be a main control on MTT. Our
work shows the potential for tritium to provide new insights in catchment hydrology.
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